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It begins with the identification of possible Risks, Analysis of risks and prioritizing the risks in the basis of
their effects on the functionality of the business processes. Every project introduces some change which
moves from known present to unknown after comings. The supplier just not quotes the rates but also offers the
list of services which they can do in the accumulative price. There are so many financial instruments that takes
care of the risk management. Our tutors are engaged in writing research papers, books and academic stuff for a
long time and they know how to provide the best possible support to turn around a student perspective towards
assignment solving. We deliver the premier quality service without burning any hole in your pocket.
Developing Motivation among the employee to join training program is the key risk factor. International
journal of project management, 19, Stanley, Richard T. Dymsza, W. In case of a solicitation process its best to
accept the final bids of experienced and quality suppliers. Students are required to undergo thorough in-depth
research on different topics related to risk management. For procurement strategy different marketing plans
were analysed and best strategy turned out to be web marketing as it provides the most effective and efficient
solution to the procurement strategies. Mitigation and Contingency Plan Syed Naqvi Msc Project Management
Mitigation Plan: This risk can be mitigating through three different stages Stage 1 Before the Training : Proper
advertisement about the importance of training program is required at least one month before, to increase the
level of motivation among all the level of hospital staff for the attendance of the training program. The plan
should consist of competitive rates and also the marketing activities. Paying extra cost for professional trainer
can reduce the risk associated with motivation Stage 3 After Training Program : Issuance of training certificate
and linking job promotion and bonuses with Training program can be effective tool to tackle the motivational
risk. In case you are not sure about the concepts of insurance, Hedging, Liquidity risk, treasury risk, risk
volatility, then you can take help from the finance homework writers. Management Decision , 35 2 ,  The
solicitation will be required for the PR agency that the department is planning to outsource. In the case of
Libyan Hospitals, we have made a Quality improvement plan of Training and Education for hospital
employees to create the awareness about waste management. Reaching out to online websites is easy for the
first time, but once you place an order their reponse starts getting slow. It will be the challenging task for the
marketing team as they have to closely monitor the performance of the agency and also laisonning with the
agency on daily basis. Dual level of relationship with the occupant as well as the booker. Like corporate
houses and travel and trade. Drummond G. Transfer: here the risk is transferred from one entity to other entity.
Quality solutions. Also the information about the hotels is readily available. Also the review of the project is
also made keeping in mind the implementation and the post completion of the project. Risk management
provide us an art, tools, and techniques to identify, mitigate and get control on certain or uncertain events
which can be seen in the project. The International Hospital Industry. It is a concept in which the company
makes investment in two different commodities, so that incurred loss in one of the commodity is compensated
by the other. Generally we attach the probability p to the riskiness of the project and Probability 1-p to its non
riskiness. The cost of marketing is quite high. Risk mitigation plan helps the projects to minimise the risk. The
marketing plan will definitely be a success for the hotel as they have covered all the segments of the market
where they need to develop the niche. Apart from this the marketing team will also follow the project
implementation tracker which helps the team in reviewing and tracking the implementation process of the
plan. Proper advertisement, balance of rewards and penalties, and likening promotion with training program is
the best proactive approach to increase the level of motivation among the employees. Treat all the inquiries as
equally important: it is important that all the enquiries related to rooms and business should be treated with the
same objective of getting the business and making sure of personal service to the guests. Other types of
procurement strategies are less costly but they might not have that high and favourable effect on bookings and
revenues. Our online assignment service provider has helped students to get good marks and knowledge.
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